FOR AGRONOMY
CONNECT COLLABORATE SAVE TIME & MONEY

Manage all your farms in one place

Welcome to the next generation
of crop recording software
Greenlight Grower Management is a
cloud-based program available either in
the office via desktop or in the field via
mobile app. It enables agronomists to
access, create and share cropping plans
and farm records in real-time with their
farmers.
For agronomists, having instant access to
data is vital to be able to make time critical
business decisions for their customer.

So

whether

you’re

providing

day-to-day

advice on pest and disease management or
developing a complete seasonal AgChem
program, Greenlight Grower Management lets
you manage every part of your agronomy
business, both on or offline.
As Greenlight Grower Management is a
centralised system, it lets you work in more
efficient, agile and productive ways, helping
to forge close and collaborative relationships
with your farmers and cutting costs from your
business.
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Agri-Service

companies,

integrate product ordering to
assign price and pack size
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whilst out walking the fields.
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plans you’ve carried out.
stay

compliant by using templates to
ensure that approved products
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Over time, the system builds

a library of all farm activity

are applied and by recording
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you

compliance.
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to

quickly
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demonstrate
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platform

to

generate

and

manage their own activity and
confirmations

which

helps

to reduce the administrative
burden on you.

“Greenlight Grower Management
meets all of our requirements;
it enables us to capture all
necessary information with mobile
technology and automatically post
the information onto the cloud,
providing complete records for
us, our customers and investors to
access.”
Jack Harris, Precision Farming Specialist, Agrovista

The
benefits

Manage quickly & securely

Ensure compliance

Manage your agronomy team, farmers
and spray contractors in one place
~
Easily and securely transfer customers and
farm activity data between agronomists
~
Choose who views what data with user
permissions and privacy settings
~
Robust, secure cloud technology
places no burden on your company’s
infrastructure and automated
backups secure your data

Immediately access your current
crop and product history
~
Control product recommendations
for optimum efficiency and best practice
~
Be able to quickly demonstrate that your
plans and recommendations meet
required standards
~
Templates ensure full user
compliance with product rates /
reasons and user guidance

Collaborate

Save time & money

Immediate data visibility for all authorised
users ensures everyone is working with
the most up-to-date information
~
Immediately adapt and share your
plans in response to changing conditions
~
Interact with your colleagues and
customers from any location
~
Work with your customers to
develop appropriate budgets and
identify field or crop cost
saving opportunities

Streamline your work with the ability
to copy inspections across multiple
fields where appropriate
~
Pre-populated spray templates help to
reduce duplication and increase speed
~
Immediate visibility to changing crop
and weather conditions allows preventative
action to be taken to mitigate risk
~
Live data on a mobile platform reduces
effort and duplication - eliminating
wasted time, misinterpretation
and lost documentation

“Greenlight Grower Management has been
leaps and bounds ahead of anything
we’ve used. The process of going from field
observations to creating a recommendation
is so nice, it’s so fluid, and it’s a huge step
up from where we’ve been in the past. Being
able to do this for multiple fields, while out and
about is going to save us a huge amount of
time.
“Being able to pinpoint specifically which field
we’re in and which spot we’re inspecting and
then to mark that inspection geographically
is really neat. It gives some added peace
of mind, which is really important when you
consider that growers are trusting us with their
most valuable commodities.”
Janel Delage
Agronomy Project Advisor
Cargill
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“Greenlight Grower Management provides
time savings through one time data entry, and
cost savings through better efficiencies. If you
are
working
more
efficiently,
you
are less likely to miss out on opportunities to
get your timings right. This gives us an edge
in the marketplace.
“Because of our use of Greenlight Grower
Management and MyFarm, farmers can see
we have IT solutions in place for their data
management, helping them make decisions
that are right for their business.”
James Moldon
Crops Inputs Commercial Manager
Frontier

